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Designed to replace traditional photocells mounted on top 
of the luminaire with a more discrete sensor below.

▪ For use in the following EnergyLite product families: 
▪ HawkLite 
▪ BroadLite
▪ GridLite
▪ SecureLite

▪  Proprietary Ambient Light Sensor for use with  
0-10V drivers (0.5V dim-to-off)

▪  Dual daylight sensors to allow for distinguishing between 
sunlight and LED output to prevent false positives

▪  Mounted to isolated output of driver so no risk of surge 
damage from extreme events

▪ Lifetime > 100,000 cycles
▪ IP65 polycarbonate housing with UV protection 
▪ IK09 impact resistance
▪ RoHS compliant
▪ Power Consumption: <0.25W
▪ Operational Range: -20°C to 70°C
 
▪ Turn On: 5 fc @ 10s
▪ Turn Off: 9 fc @ 30s
▪ Fail-On standard
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▪ Light indicator flickers 3 times when sensor successfully receives signal from remote
▪  Permanent ON/OFF function: default OFF will be recalled in case of power failure
▪  Reset function: Resets to factory settings - 5 fc @ 100% power
▪  Max light output selection: 100%, 60%, 30% options; recalled in case of power failure
▪ Preset daylight sensor threshold: 10 fc, 5 fc, 2 fc options; recalled in case of power failure
▪  Night Dim function: starts at 100% output for 4 hours then reduces  

to 60% output for the remainder of the night
▪  Sensor off: fixture remains permanent on; recalled in case of power failure 
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